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Mexico City, Alex., Nov. 27. Over
filly rebels were killed yesterday in
the course of three sharp engagements
between a force of 100 revolutionists
and a body of fedt-ratroops under
Colonel Celso Aguilar in Tlaxoala,
cording to advices received at the war
office.
The rebelB, who had committed
many depredations in the vicinity re'
cently, were discovered by the federal troops at San Damian Texoloc.
For over an hour they resisted the attack, but were finally driven iji the
direction of Sa n Andres Cuamilpa,
where they made a second stand.
After another stubborn fight, the rebels fell back on the town of San Diego and dispersed only when their ammunition was exhausted.
Fifty three bodies of rebel soldiers
are said to have been found on tho
battlefield, while the federal loss is
reported as having been insignificant.
A column of federal troops corn- manded by General Rubio Navarrete
was ambushed yesterday by a Btrong
body of rebels near Santa Cruz, while
moving from Monterey toward Cludad
Victoria. The federals were caught
in a ravine by the rebels, who poured
in a heavy rifle fire from the hillside.
The rebel troops were eventually
driven off, leaving some seventy dead
on the field. The federal commander
admitted that twenty of his men were
killed.
Another rebel force yesterday sacked the town of San Dionlsio, in the
state of Puebla. They did not even
spare the church, which they looted
Such a
aftei killing the sacristan.
.
priests of"
thing is unasual, ehuwibes
The deflection of three Democrats
generally being respected by the raid
might impair the majority in the sen
ers
if the Republican lines hold.
,4 rfmnntoh from San Luis Potosl
During the morning session the
day says trains are running as far
as Vanegas where the federal ference accepted the Owen provisions
banks
new regional
Communi-- i by which the
troops are concentrated.
by subscription
caticn, however, is Interrupted further would lie capitalized
north,' where the rebels are reported! by national banks and by which the
to have dynamited some trains and banks would be controlled by the
are still in command of the railroad. member banks electing six out of nine
of the
A corps of lancers for service directors. About
was bill was completed when the
north
the
in
rebels
the
against
!ence took a recess to allow the
by the Mexican war office,
tors to get hurried Thanksgiving
two
young!
commissioned
today
to form a body of these ners.
27
United
Omaha, Neb., Nov.
troops. The officers recently returned
from France and the lances for the .States Senator G. M. Hitchcock, who,
Mrs. Hitchcock arrived at their
troopers are said to have arrived
said
j home from Washington today,
ready from Germany. War depart-ff,v.ii hoiieve the lance will to the Associated Press in reference
of the Democrat
prove more effective than the sabre. to yesterday's action
ic senators on the currency bill:
Situation Unchanged.
"The calling of the Democratic conVera Cruz, Mexico, Nov. 27. The
situation at Tampico was unchanged ference was a surprise to me. I heard
to
I was starting
according to a report received here nothing of it until
from Larence A. Miller, U. S. Consul. take the train Tuesday afternoon.
inA long code message from John Senator Owen's speech on Monday
a
to
dicated
disposition.
Fletcher
conciliatory
Admiral
Rear
and
Und
"This led me in my speech on TuesSecretary Bryan was received at the
American consulate here by naval day to adopt a similar plan and to
wireless this morning and was at once confine my arguments to the merits
of the bill agreed upon by my section
forwarded to Washington.
of the committee and reported by me.
Refugees Arrive From Tampico.
"A general spirit of feeling preGalveston, Tex., Nov. 27. Ninety
on both sides of the senate
refugees from around Tampico who vailed
arrived here today on the steamer At- chamber and the prospect for an amicof differences and
lantic, said conditions were steadily able adjustment
early action seemed bright. To some
growing worse there.
When they left Tampico six days extent this has been marred by the
were reported excessive zeal of the conference.
ago constitutionalists
"Its drastic action in ordering sesready to attack the port and hadcounal
sions
day and night, including the
the
Burrounding
readv occupied
appears to me unwise,
try with disastrous results to the holidays
"This method may push the bill
property of many of the inhabitants,
awk-i- t
J. Latter, a ranchman, said that through by main strength and
of
time
the
reduce
and
may
wardness
make
to
had become impossible
df bate to ten days or two weeks, but
even a living.
which
"Crops, if grown, cannot be market-- ' it will arouse party animosities
ed," he said. "They fall into the will detract from the merits of the
nf constitutionalists or federals etission.
or escaping these, the bandits get "Another possible result is that the
them."
Republicans may resort to a filibuster
Few of the refugees required finan- - out of resentment and If this should
cial assistance, though they said they occur, the passage of the bill might be
expect to lose all of their holdings in delayed instead of expedited.
There were 84 Mexicans in
Mexico.
the number.
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Rome, Nov. 27. Brilliant ceremony
today attended the opening of the
AT TAMPICO SITUATION Italian parliament by King Victor
Emmanuel. The king, accompanied
,
by Queen Helena, and the royal
in state carriages through
drove
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 27 Every X
to
business house in Juarez closed S tireitf lined by immense throngs
;he senate house. When he entered
its doors this afternoon, upon the
issuance of an order by General
the parliamentary building, the asFrancisco Villa that shopkeepers
sembled deputies and senators arose
must accept constitutionalist fiat
and cheered him.
that
money. When he learned
Leonida Hissolati Bergamaschl, leadthe merchants had closed their
er of the reform socialistic propaganstores rather than accept the re- bel currency Villa announced X da, Ferri, independent socialist, and
that he would confiscate their
Carlo Dell'Acqua, republican, took
S stocks.
the oath In the presence of the king,
a form unprecedented in the Italian
where socialists and reEl Paso, Texas, Nov. 27. Pancho parliament,hitherto had always stayed
publicans
Villa announced this morning that he away from the opening.
would leave tomorrow with his rebel
The king's speech from the throne
army for Chihuahua, to attack the was greeted for the first time by rep- .
teaerais wno retreateu luesmiy mBui
,nHMpa nf the na
oot,,oHvBa
after attempting to take Juarez fromitjon ma(Je poSBil)le by the fntroduction
for-him. He believes that other rebel
His
,n Ita)y of universal guffrage
ces have got between the retreating majpsty recapitulated the conquest of
federals and their base at Chihuahua L,bya paving tribute to those who
and that he will be able to capture jbpd fallen jn ,lie flghtins. He said
the entire command or annihilate it the conquest had given Italy a civil
Today was an off day in Juarez. Vil- mission which It would accomplish
la and most of his officers attended with respect for the native religion,
the opening of the Juarez jockey club. family life and property.
All the dead have been buried and the
It would also open a field for lla
wounded are all now in temporary
emmi-ationear the mother
sol- rebel
in
The
Juarez.
hospitals
country and Bo prevent Italian
and
are being given clothing
jpcts from wall((,rmg to distant lands,
ammunition today preparatory to thej The king amloullcea that many
tomofrow.
forms were to be introduced in Italy
Situation at Tampico.
and alluded to the intention of the
Washington, D. C, Nov. 27. While government to give Italian women
rear Admiral Fletcher has obtained their "rightful place."
formal pledges from the constitution- His majesty said the most ample
alist general Aguilar, that there shall religious liberty would be given the
he no interference with foreign oil church, but that it would be
about Tuxpam, there
from interfering in siate affairs, as
some concern as to whether that is the government could not admit any
cri-broad enough to cover the rather
limitation of its sovereingty.
tical situation at Tampico.
Of the Balkans, the King said the
It is thought at the navy aepartment accord between Italy and the other
had
prevented
that there is little danger of any ac-- ; European powers
tion by constitutionalists near Tam- graver conflicts arising than those
plco that would threaten actual des- - which had occurred. Italy, he said,
traction of the great oil tanks at that desired the Balkans to enjoy peace
port. Though no specific instructions and prosperity and experience had
been given to the American monstrated that the triple alliance and
naval commanders, they are expected the triple entente had created an equi- to act on their own discretion In pro- - librium of forces which was the best
guarantee of peace.
tecting the properties.
His majesty urged strengthening of
The real danger, if any existed,
would lie in interference with pipe the army and navy and the placing of
lines running twenty five miles into Italian finances on a more solid footthe interior of Tampico. Naval offi- ing and appealed to the wealtheir
cer sestimate that it would require a classes to show their - patriotism by
small army to protect the wells and acceding cheerfully to increased taxa.
pipe lines. The. lifting of a cap from tion.
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Washington, D. C, Nov. 27. The
Thanksfourth annual
giving celebration with its attendant
mass, service of Thankful unity between the Uultsd Ststce asd ttc
twenty-onLatin American Republics,
was observed here today.
President Wilson, Secretary Bryan
and a number of other cabinet officers, all the diplomats from
Chief Justice White, and
other public officials attended.
St. Patrick's church was decorated
with American and
toflags. A dove of peace holding
gether in its beak the flag of the
United States and that of the
union, symbolized the peace
of the western hemisphere for which
prayers were offered. Cardinal Gibbons was present.
e
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Nearby was the noree which he had
been riding and in a pocket was found
a note telling that he was badly injured and could not stay where he
was. It is supposed that he was
thrown from his horse as a stirrup
was broken, but the mystery of the
death will not be cleared until after
an inquest which has been set by the
coroner of Teller county, for this afternoon, has been held. Mr. Pease left
here yesterday afternoon for Ludlow
to look over some land with a view to
purchasing it He was not seen afterwards until his body was found by a
passerby, -

one of the gusheij and the ignition of
rushing streams luf oil might carry
widespread disasj r down to the coast,
iRear Admiral iletcber, it is expect- first to get into
ed, will undertali
communication w h insurgent leaders
near Tampico an- Induce them to reAdmiral.
sect the pled itiMrn
Aguilar.
Later today the navy department
received delayed dispatches reporting
Rear Admiral Fletcher's arrival at
Tampico and also the arrival of the
Fritish cruiser Suffolk with Rear Admiral Craddock. Nothing new was reported in the situation.

VILLA STARTS

h

Colorado Springs, Colo., Nov. 27.
Guarded by hiB faithful Airdale dog,
the lifeless body of Thomas C. Peace
prominent bond broker of this city,
was found at midnight in the road at
Ludlow, about 20 miles west of here.
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Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 27. Not with-r
standing the action last night or Gov-- ,
Gul.iolls wt,at,pr with abundant
Amnions in ordering the release eMnPf ,hfi air Jugt cold P0ligh to put
of E. L. Doyle, secretary-treasure- r
tone in one's muscles contributed
district 15, United Mine Workers of havf,t,1v to mii.k ThankKKivinK day one
u
me
was
neiu
America who
being
of lhp ,nost enjoyaljlo holidays seen
General John ,in ganta pe.
military authorities.
Chase and Judge Advocate Major
It was indeed a day of prayer and
J. Houghton this morning proceeded rest for many. For several hours the
sever
of
with their plans for the trial
act of thanksgiving was performed
al cases of alleged crimes growing out at various churches by the devout,
nt tho ntrike tiv military court. The fn the afternoon the weather tempted
ainionncement of the personnel of the hundreds to leave their happy firemilitary commission is expected some sides and saunter out In the fields and
time today. Doyle was released last up the canyon, enjoying the scenery
night and so far no action in the mat- or answering the impulse to hunt
ter has been taken by the civil au- game.
thorities.
A striking and beautiful featuro of
took place last (he celebration in Santa. Fe was tho
A big demonstration
night at tho Ludlow tent colony when !rewliboys' dinner given at the Monte- the news of Doyle's release became uima hotel by Mrs. Doran. There, at.
The strikers paraded about 1:90 o'clock the little fellows proved
known.
camp signing the union "battle song" their capacity to manage a
and speeches were made denouncing big Thanksgiving
dinner of many
courses so many that the boyish
the state militia.
AmThe clash between Governor
eyes bulged like rabbits at visions of
nions and General Chase, coupled with gastric glory-Al- l
of the offices city, county, state
the news of the failure of the Denver
conference yesterday has given rise and federal were closed. Not. even
to a feeling of pessimism over the the marriage license bureau door was
strike situation and no hopes are en- open. The officials ana tnetr assisttertained locally either by miners or ants gave thanks In the true style.
be con
The day's festivities will
operators for a- speedy settlement.
General Chase has made no state- cluded with a brilliant entertainment.
ment concerning the action of Govern- at the Allison Mission school by the
or Amnions in superseding him in the pupils whose varied program of mu
sic and song begins nt, 7:30 p. m.
Doyle affair.
Those who like to dance may twirl
Want Meetings Resumed.
Denver, Colo., Nov. 27. Governor and waltz at the armory, beginning
Amnions spent the forenoon in confer at 9 p. m. Other events of the day
ence with leaders of the Colorado were announced In the New Mexican
mine owners and strikers, in an effort Ivestunlnv.
to have the meetings between
strike settlement committees res
ed. He said at noon that he wo
prepare a statement regarding
situation some time before night.
The governors reports iikulhib
everything is quiet in the strike zone. going to church, for even those who
Governor Amnions and Adjutant Gen- had to be at their desks or places of
eral John Chase held a conference by business during the forenoon took a
few minutes or longer to visit soma
telephone.
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Washington, D. C, Nov. 27.
Thanksgiving day was spent by the
senate Democrats hard at work in conference on the administration currency bill with geared up legislative machinery moving at a rapid rate. The
conference made such progress that
the currency leaders declared the bill,
with possibly one section excepted,
would be ready for consideration
by
the senate when the conference finished its evening session. In the
absence of Senator Hitchcock, no one
presented the amendments he and
the five Republicans of the committee
had framed, and the conference sped
through section after section, considbill practically
ering the
without change. Senator O'Gorman,
who aided Senator Owen in presenting the bill to the conference, predicted that with the exception of the section fixing the number of regional reserve banks, the bill would be completed today.
The number of banks has not been
decided on and was passed over at the
request of Georgia senators, who feared that Atlanta might be handicapped
In
if a regional bank were created
some other southern city, probably
New Orleans.
It was understood that an attempt
might be made to pass a resolution
binding the Democrats to support the
administration bill.
Senator Hitchcock was expected to
refuse to Bupport the conference bill.
Senator Lane of Oregon, has so far declined to go into the conference and
Senator Newlands, while attending
the conference, has an original plan
which he intends to press on the floor

l
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MIDNIGHT
WILL

EXTRADITION

church.

IN

At the Cathedral.

SUIT FILED OVER
TWELVE FAMOUS
OIL PAINTINGS

BE
PA-

At the Cathedral of St. Francis the
'.solemn mass waB celebrated at 9 a.
m. by the Rt. Rev. Monsignor Antonio

Fourchegu, vicar general of the

arch-- i

diocese.
He was assisted by Chancel- n lor Knbst, deacon, and Father Cancba,

Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 27. In
There was special music
suit on file today, the United States
district court Is petitioned to require jhy the choir. The removal of the scat- HIS
MURDER OF TWO OF
Eli P. Clark of this city to show cause folding erected to aid the decorators
was a source of
why he should not deliver twelve l()t the cathedral,
CHARGED
Will-- ;
COUNTRYMEN
pleasure to those who attended the
paintings said to be the work of
the beautiful
iam Hogarth, to Frank McKay, trus- service and admired
for the bankrupt art concern ofcoiling und walls.
tee
New York, N. Y., Nov. 27 Jose San- Tomlinsou-Humes- ,
At Episcopal Church.
Inc., of Chicago.
tos Zelaya, former president of Nica- While Clark is acknowledged as the
Services were held at 10 a. m. ut
ragua, arrested in bed at midnight on owner, McKay as petitioner prays that the Church of the Holy Faith, the Rev.
a charge of having committed murder ttiev he ordered back to Chicago in J.eoniuas smitn conducting tnem. An
in Nicaragua, was held today without
attractive musical program was carfulfillment of contract with the
bail pending extradiction.
ried out by the church choir under
Pending
nines to sell them.
Nicato
extradition
the arrival of an
The pictures were involved in litiga- the direction of Llewellyn C, Hall.
to
Union Services.
prison.
ragua, he was remanded
tion last summer when it was fought
The union services of the Methodist
Zelaya was arrested as a fugitive nut that the naintings, originally pur
from justice on complaint of Robert chased in Buffalo, for $60,000 were and Presbyterian congregations held
B. Wood, an assistant United States tronuferred to E. P. Clark on notes ag - ;at the First Presbyterian church drew
Mr. Wood charged that n
the under - la large throng at 11 o'clock this morn- S125 000 with
attorney.
tj
u.y iue
wouio
warrant, ior .eiaya a Hijpreueumuii
that Tomlinson-Hume- s
nrauj icraiii
standing
murder had been issued in Nicaragua underta)le to sell them to former V. 'choir was unusually good and the
- sermon by the Rev. ,T. M. Shimer was
but it did not name the alleged vic-Senator William A. Clark for $480,e
tlms. It was said, however, that they )0u ' Tije art works reposed for some j"" an appropriate subject, "A
,
two countrymen, slain twelve...
fn,.nier Senator Clark's art jplete Thanksgiving."
Mr. Shinier called attention to the
,
veins ago, and that the death of Le- New York and thell were
first" Thanksgiving that we find re
roy i:annon anu i.eimaru utoc juici-ican- s brought here on the order or tu. P.
corded of Christ and said it was calslain in Nicaragua, in 1909, in Clark and stored in a warehouse.
led forth by the presence of material
an uprising against the Zelaya regime,
plessings. He continued:
had nothing to do with Zelaya's arrest.
WILSON TO
"A great company has followed Him
The official document asking for PRESIDENT
SEE ARMY AND NAVY GAME.illl0 the rPsion heyond a aIi(!
Tho
the extradition of former President
sun has set; and the people, now that
Zelaya on charges of murdering two
As President :jne cxcKjno; nay )as cosed become
Washington, Nov.
countrymen in Nicaragua, had not
intends to leave early totnor- - .8ware of theIr hMnger and frienaimes,
been received at 'the state department; W"son
or ne ,ad
o 'row for New York to spend part
t
...i.Koor,
compassion on them ar.d was
with 'friends and to go to.I:akng ready ff)r tne most llralnati
the
day
a
conference
became
merely
hearing
fuo,1,a11
Hll1
His mlracl.
The thousands
arm'
,navv
samfb to- - !of
between Solicitor Folk and Corry
on the grom, nnd ar(J
seated
he had two engage.!
Stadden, the former dictator's attor- - '""day,
"
V
,
.
;'
ney. In the meantime Zelaya was a; " '
T 7, . ;
'
prisoner in New York, where he was
.YlUbltT
iiiv
ui
iudi
iws
Luiivfinntiuii
uciuuua(n
niirht
nrrpstpri last
in the afternoon with Sir William
His disciples: then they sea o,,
"
extradition is asked in
Mava-pnvate secretary to Sir hd- of ,s c,0sest friends Jead forward a
Tyrrell,
nection with the deaths of Domingo
,
secre-,),,wi10 carries
in his hand a wea
the British foreign
Toribio and Sixto Pineda, at Mesa, ward Grey,
Ibasktt. Jesus took the food from the
tary.
April 21, 1911.
disieliiTo, live loaves and two fishes. P.e- With McComba the president
Opening of his preliminary exami-- cussed politics in general and preliini- - f0ie proceeding with the marvel of
nations, Americans, Cannon and Groce
humble fare
nerey He bent over the
.
in 1902, is made in the papers accord-- ;
... .
v. iuu gave tu..,.
vt
iiiaiitvo.
imam o noii,
auuui 011
nr'4 ;ru iiuv
here.
advices
to
point
Diplomats
whether the thanksgiving was
ig
commpnt I)lirillg
fldalg
out that under the extradition, treaty
Sir William has oteii Pros ,fu( the limited food provided fcy th
here,
!stay
not
could
with Nicaragua Zelaya
bej
wlgon twce befor(? an( ,hPy- :cHm or for the unlimited food that
prosecuted tor tne Killing 01 yaunou
ye excnangpd infornlatit)1) on Mex- 'was to move forth from the divine
lllia IjlOCe Uim'fB Ul riuaumwu ' ico.
power, or both. In any case, Ho gave
specifically asked for that purpose.
thanks for material food. We thus
. . . n.il irrr L.nwv
A
have our Lord's example for offering
Hit
Ofur
IS CONSTITUTIONAL
thanks for those gifts which supply
PRINCE MAY ATTEND
In this
OPENING OF CANAL,
Bisnlarck, N. D., Nov. 27. Thethe needs of our bodies.
Nov. 27. A suggestion that North Dakota law prohibiting the salejspect we shall do well to follow His
the prince of Wales should attend the of snuff, passed at the last session pleading.
"It ought to be occasion for bring-official opening of the Panama canal of the legislature, is constitutional.!
thought the benevolent
under consideration by King George jThe state supreme court so decided iniing to our God
holds the lowest wants
to the Liverpool Courier. a decision handed down late last night, llation that
The plea that the law singles out ajof life, the blessed moment when we
Such recognition of the event would
in the United States, the certain alleged vice without abolish-- recognize that food, clothing, shelter
as and all kindred gifts come from Him
Courier says, and would help obliter-nt- ing, the court says, is unsound, es- Trace the
upon
history of any
Rome of the ill feeling by the 'no criminal should be allowed to
board and it leads you in the end
British government's decision against: cape punishment because some one the
more
official participation in the Panama- else is more of a criminal or
(Continued on Page Four.)
dangerous to society than he."
Pacific exposition.
.
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PAGE TWO

PROTESTS
TRY THESE

--

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,

4

THE SPEECH

OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
PIM1ENTOES,
RED
SWEET
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

OF THE

FUL

OF

MEMBER

NEARLY

OADS

ARE BEING HEARD NOW.

ALL

(By Gilsou Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, Nov. Ti

,

TRAITS

THEIR

ALSO

THE

BAD ONES THAT

WITH

HIS

WHITE

WOMEN,

GROCERY CO.

FIGHT AND

AND

PHONE 85 MAIN.

Goal

Wood

am? Metai l

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. RaUroad Depot.

DENVER

THE

& RIO GRANDE

MISSOURI-PACIF-

RAILROAD

CO.

CO.

RAILWAY

IC

& SOUTHERN CO

)ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN

CO.

WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

SHORTEST LINE TO
DriWER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,

are Made

Where Direct Connections

AND SOUTHERN

FOR ALL EASTERN

POINTS

TO THE EAST

TRAVELERS

will find every want anticipated in the modern high-claservice provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Mountain.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
ss

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
n
THROUGH LINE Points Denver & Rio
e
Pacific Rail
Royal
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line PAR EXCELLENCE, of all America.
Grande-Wester-

way-Th-

Gorge-Feath-

er

FOR

INFORMATION

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL

ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,'N. M.

The old saying

C. L. POLLARD,

President..

R.

Secretary.

J.

CRICHTON,

Manager

&

Treasurer.

n
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FOR
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and Night.

I

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building; Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

four Business Solicited.'
Phone

100

and

::

35 W.

in nnnniMP

ipniwinin

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

mH

w

MblVINb

ID

UUIVIIlib

the best manner

I'

Ruta-Bag-

NEW MEXICO

INSTITUTE

MILITARY
ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
B Located In the beautiful Peer
VUej.S,700reevaboveselevei,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire ses-IoConditions
for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten bulidlnfs.
modem is every respect.

desired.

POWER
N'

leftnta

:
.

A. CAHOON, President.

J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
t

f

e

WINDOWS,

AND MOULDING

JOHN W. POX, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
For particulars and illustrated eats-oinaddress.

T. J. SAWYER
22

COL.JAS.W.WILLSON.Sopt.

DOORS

Sao Francisco St.
SANTA

Phone 206 W

FE, N.

M.

IS QUITE SO CONVEN- -

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

66-4-

'Next Door to Postoff ice.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

0A5PER ST.

104 DON

i

F OR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGH I

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via NEW

MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

East
Best tw'i'tfiff'liif!ivffl or
West
Route
The

gr

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P.
EUGENE FOX,
Ajt, El Paso, Texas.

I

SHALL

OPEN

MY

STUDIO

At 249 San Francisco St., at I P. M., Thursday,

Kosher Meats, Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veal, Spare'Ribs, Home-mad-e
Sausage, Wienerwurst, Pigs Feet, Brains, Smoked Tongues, etc.
Swift Premium Hams and Bacon.
CHEESE
Cream, Brick, Llmburger, Roquefort, Imported Swiss, Edam,
Pineapple, Blue Hill, McClaren's, Imported Camembert, Neufch-ate- l,
Pimento, Roman Crosse and Blackwell'a Parmasan.

THANKSGIVING DAY,
the many requests for sittings.
1 think Santa Feans will agree with me that my studio is
equipped to make photographs that will be surpassed by
none in the Southwest. I shall give the Santa Fe Studio
my personal attention.

THE MODERN GROCERY

THE GRAY STUDIOS

MEATS

LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,

Electricity plays a most Important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modODS,

ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant snot on eartb
for father, mother and children. Qood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

take care

listed the
things
to make your Thanksgiving Dinner
one:

METH

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN

I Majestic Cafe j
t

i-num-

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

.

LIGHT

half-bree-

(INCORPORATED)

"W

what Is home without

In thousands ot American homes there
Is a bottle of this splendid and famous remedy that has aided mnny a woman through
the trying ordeal, saved her from suffering
And pain, kept her in health of mind and
body In advance of baby's coming and had
a most wonderful influence In developing a
healthy, lovely disposition til the child.
There is no other remedy so truly a help
to nature as Mother's Friend. It relieves
the pain and discomfort caused by the
strain on the ligaments, makes pliant those
fibres and muscles which nature is expanding and soothes the Inflammation of breast
glands.
Mothor's Friend Is an external remedy,
a"ts quickly and not only banishes all distress In advance, but assures a speedy and
Thus
complete recovery for the mother.
sLp becomes a healthy woman with all her
to
thoroughly enjoy the
strength preserved
of her child. Mother's Friend' can
be bad at any drug store at $1.00 a bottle,
nud Is really one of the greatest blessings
ever discovered
for expectant mothers.
Write to Bradfleld Regulator Co., 128
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., for their free
book. Write
It la most Instructive.

DIPIX)MAT
tests are arriving at the White Housa By A
(Written for l he New Mexican)
:ts a result of what is charged to he
Who is General Victoriano Huerta.
:a.i i.Uack on the sacredness ot propof Mexico, now a
erty by President Wilson's secretary dictator
Speak-jinfigure by the simple virtue of his
!of labor, William II. Wilson.
to the great
in Seattle before the American swaggering defiance:
Mr. United States?
of Labor gathering,
f ederation
Well, first of all, he is almost a
Wilson referred to the Michigan
Indian!
attention
and
after
calling
strike,
This fact Huerta plainly shows in
to the fact tnat oniciai ngures snow
that the largest corporation in the all instances. He fights like an Indian,
Michigan district had in the course of lives like an Indian and thinks like
There is not an ounce of
43 years profited to the time of $200,- - an Indian.
.
000,000 on an investment of $1,250,000, refinement in his whole make-upMr. Wilson said:
Treachery and assassination are no
"If any individual or corporation more to him, as a means to an end,
takes the ground that the property is than they were to the copper natives
jhls own, that he has the right to do Balboa met as he first cut his way to
with it as he pleases, and fails to take the Pacific amid showers of poisoned
into consideration the fact that the arrows! It was born in him to be so.
title has only been conveyed to him as
This Is illustrated
forcefully by
ia trustee for the welfare of society, Huerta"s treatment
of old General
then he is creating a condition that
Reyes, the very man from whom he always has been dissolute and intends
will cause Bociety to modify or change
to remain dissolute to the end of his
got his start!
these titles to property, as it has a
Huerta, It will be recalled, put down days!
in
to
Its
do
whenever
perfect right
Only recently, in a gathering with
for Reyes an obstinate Insurrection in
judgment it deems it for the welfare Yucatan, Then Huerta lost his com- - some fellow officers at a grill, Huerta,
to
do so."
of society
mission through bad behavior, but. in the spirit of joking, inquired if any- To certain minds this is economic
Reves did not forget hiin. No sooner one remembered the time when, on the
heresy.
had he been dispatched by the Diaz Held, he seized the wire ol some one oi
By the death of John Marble, the administration than Reyes took Huer-jhl- s
privates and, when tne soldier
interstate commerce commission loses ta to Monterey, where he was in
for her, he threatened to
one of its most useful members. MarHe turned over to the Indian cute him.
ble was among those thoroughly en
soldier contracts for building roads: woman s virtue or mans integrity,
lightened and always to be relied up and laying pavements.
Huerta, by; as conceived by the twentieth
on in a lineup between special privi
the contracts and falling in fury moral code, means absolutely
lege and general welfare. There are every way to keep all his engagements nothing to the man who laughs Uncle
three vacancies now to be filled on the got away with much graft. Also he Sam in the face,
commission, the others being created borrowed money from every one, neve-- 1 As a matter of fact, Huerta Intends
by the resignation of Judge Prouty to
paying any of it back, He lived an! to have his way about everything in
undertake the railway valuation work utterly
dissolute life in the tenderloin, his life. He likes rough, licentious,
and the expiration of the term of Jud
drunk or drugged half the tirov scrappy life. He is sitting on the
being
son C. Clements which expires De
In return for Reyes' favor, Huerta. ' throne" of Mexico for exactly what
cember 31. Unless Louis D. Brandeis the Indian, helped arrange the old he can wrest from it. He doesn'.t care
can be appointed, the next best can
general'B assassination when he rorle anything about the "reconstruction of
didate for one of these positions is to the palace at Mexico City during Mexico." He cares only for money
Patrick J. Farrell, who for years has the February hostilities!
"swag." The more he can get the betbeen solicitor to the commission. All
Huerta got back into the good graces ter. It is said in Mexico that he
are
that
the
presi of the Diaz regime when this admin- scarcely ever pays a contractor unless
hoping
shippers
dent will reappoint Judge Clements, istration
began to realize Its star wna double the amount of the bill is taken
who is known to be one of the most on the wane.
Diaz called about him from the state coffers!
members
the
valuable
commission, some of the less notable generals
of
in
the men whom he did not fear would try
For the 55,000 school children
District of Columbia there are 13 med- to wrest his power from him. One nf
two are these was Hperta! And Huerta even- CHICHESTER
ical inspectors, of whom
X
dentists. When congress was asked tually turned the trick!
THE DIAMOND ; BBAND.
mil
for nine additional inspectors, includ
fhl.hnauttfifs Diamond III
Huerta, of course, really owes his
In Red tnd tiold metal llc
Mils
ing a chief, the reply was one inspec- final prominence to Madero. The latboxes, sealed wttn ume Kiboon.
' tor
Tait no oilier, uuj or roar L.
at 500 per annum. There are six ter knew of his prowess for Huerta
I'maffUt. Askfor01IlOlr8.TEBS
DIAMOND
lilt AND PILLS, for CS
veterinarians for the inspection of is a great fighter and made him his
years known M Best, Safest. Always Reliable
1,175 dairy farms stocked with 17,457 most prominent general.
was
It
SOLD BV DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
put
Seattle, not to mention the job of in up to him to vanquish Orozco. Huerta
specting 25 slaughter houses. The in did beat the rebel leader at Bachlmba,
adequate provision against prevent- but Orozco escape to the north. It
able diseases In Washington is attrib- ia said that this "campaign netted him
utable to the neglect of congress. The between $5,000 and $10,000 a month ilcitizens of Washington have no vote. legally. In his later conflict with
The railroads have begun their Zapata, Huerta gained his chief glory
hearing before the interstate com by firing at Zapata's troops while the
merce commission in favor of higher latter were in parley with Madero!
$
THE SANITARY
freight rates. While their wails are Thus Indians recognize the laws of
filling the air, it should not be for truce!
SHORTOBDERBESTfiURflNT
The white blood In Huerta crops out
gotten that according to figures gath
ered by the commission, one of the bf it nearly always does In half breeds,
REGULAR MEALS.
eastern roads in nine years expended in bad traits.
in operation, which the commission
Open Day
That's
He fights like a wild cat.
describes as "outside its railroad Indian.
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
sphere," the sum of $204,000,000. The He drinks like a fish. That's the
increased wages paid labor as well
Special Dinner Parties. 1
as the increased quantity of rolling
He Is a most .licentious man. That's
stock, have swelled operating reve also the
ROMULQ LOPEZ, PROP.
nues 26 cents per locomotive mile be
Of these things Huerta is not
- NEW MEXICO.
SANTA
FE,
on
tween the years 190S and 1912, so ashamed. Indeed,
the other hand,
that if more freight revenues are he is proud of them. He is dissolute,
needed the reason is not increased
wages, but increased liability for interest, dividends, and profits due to
the operations of high finance.
The Illinois Central railroad has
agreed to buy for its dining car service all its tomatoes from the girls tomato canning clubs of the south,
which are being fostered by the IT, S.
department of agriculture.
Six cities of secondary size in the
E WILL BE PREPARED to
state of Indiana elected Progressive
of you in
possible.
In Indianapolis the
party mayors.
we
Rood
Progressives lost by a very narrow
Below you will find
margin.
offer
The adoption of tax reform is somea joyous
thing like the guarantee of bank deIf one community gets it
posits.
FRESH FRUIT
others in the neighborhood have to
Strawberries, Blackberries, Persimmons, Peaches, Imported
in
for
Thus
it
adopt
Malagas, and California Red Grapes, Florida Grape Fruit,
the
to
Texas, according
reports,
plan
Florida and Louisiana Oranges, Jonathan, Grimes, Golden, Wine
of assessing land values high and
Sap, Black Ben and many other varieties of Apples.
low has been
values
FRESH VEGETABLES
Beauadopted by Galveston, Waco,
Cauliflower, Green and Wax Beans, Spinach, Radishes, Califormont, and San Antonio.
nia Head Lettuce, Parsley, Soup Bunches, Cucumbers, Green
During the conservation congress,
Onions,
Mangos, Celery.
Senator Thomas of Colorado disclosed
ROOT VEGETABLES
himself as a state socialist. He said
Parsnips, Sweet Spuds,
Beets, Turnips, Carrots,
he was in favor not only of ownership,
Onions, Cabbage, Hubbard Squash, Fine White Spuds.
but of operation by the state of the
NEW NUTS
public utilities of his state. By this
ingenious device the good Senator
English Walnuts, Black Walnuts, Almonds, Pecans, Filberts,
from Colorado sidestepped the issue,
Brazil Nuts, Hickory Nuts, Chestnuts, Peanuts.
which was before the congress:
ALSO
whether the federal government or
Dates, bulk. Dromedary Dates, Imported Symrna Figs, Washed
private exploiters should control the
Figs, Cooking Figs, Cluster Raisins, New Seeded Raisins and
state's natural resources.
Currants, Pop Corn.
Persons Interested in the problems
BLUE POINT OYSTERS IN THE SHELL
of trusts, their efficiency, and measSELECT AND STANDARD BULK OYSTERS.
ures to control them, will find excelFRESH LIVE LOBSTERS.
lent Information on the subject In a
speech delivered in Philadelphia and
POULTRY
recently published in pamphlet form
Turkeys, Ducks, Geese, Hens and Springs.
by Amos Pinchot, whose address is
FRESH FISH
Knickerbocker building, 60 Broadway,
Salmon, Halibut and Barracuda.
(New York city.
They should write
SMOKED FISH
to him for a copy.
White Fish, Salmon, Herring.
half-bree-

Lumber and Transfer Co.

19

a mother should add "Mother's PrlenU."

Pro- -

sS

L. A. HUGHES,

fl.

GENERAL STORE

ZPHOHSriE

WINE,

d

CAPITAL COAL YARD

GORMLEY'S

GRAFT.

cop-ipt- r

PHONE 40.

Meat, $3.50 per
"
$2.50
"
lb.
$ .05
"
.
. . $ .03 "
Poultry and Stock FoodComposed ffj QC
rwf
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,
pti tHi

Oyster Shells,
Meat Scraps,
Ground Charcoal,

CAME

BLOOD

world-know-

INTER

....
....

Comfort and Safety Assured Before
the Arrival of the Stork.
INDIAN,

A

WITH

USE-

27, 1913.

EGG Bone
PRODUCERS
cwt.
Green Cut
and

in Every Home

MEXICO

OF

SECRETARY

LABOR INCITES CRITICISM

9

Mother's Friend

AGAINST VHO 1STHIS HUERTA

WILSON

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

CO.

Owing to

W. M. CRAY, MANAGER

Santa Fe

OF THE

Albuquerque

I

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

MEXICAN

REBEL CHIEF
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RIGHT IN HIS OWN

BIRDMEN

HAS

WHAT

I

SCHOOL DAYS.

SAW ON FIRST VESSEL

BY

FAMILY.

ALLMAN

THE PANAMA CANAL

THROUGH

CORRESPONDENT FERGUSON MA KES THE TRIP AND WRITES OF holes as described.
Once our vessel was on a level
EXPERIENCES THROUGH LOC KS GATES WEIGHING HUNDREDS
OF TONS MOVED WITH NO C LANG OF MACHINERY AND WHEN with the water in the upper lock,
electric
TWO
VESSELS IN some one turned another
MEETING
PERFECTLY
CLOSED FITTED
switch, a different pair of motors beMIDDLE OF CONTINENT.
gan to whirl and the two upper gates
gates started to open.
(By Albert Ford Ferguson, off Oule- - given and the great entrance
a
It
seemed
closed.
thing
very simple
We were now on a level with the
bra, Panama Canal, Nov. 10, l!tl3.)
to watch them close. I was within waler in the upper lock.
Staff Special.
heard
them
nnd
of
feet
And as soon as the gates were openDeafening steam whiHtlPS 25 or no two hundred
not a single sound except the w hirring ed we steamed up again and passed
of them simply par splitting!
H
motor
was
the
into the upper chamber. And the
Shrieking cheers of women, hoarse of an electric motor.
that was doing the work.
hurrahs of men!
gates were closed behind us and the
this time from
It operated a great wheel lying flat water turned in again
Thrills!
The first vessel was going through underneath the lock wall floor. From Miraftores lake, which separatesat. the
I'ethe Panama canal ami was on board. it extended an arm that was attached Mirallores locks from the one
,ro Miguel.
It wasn't a ship. H was a (Jredge to the great gate. The motor whirred,
fe were raised 64
feet by these
that is a lot bigger than many snips the wheel turned, the arm pushed out
two locks.
that go all over the seven seas. And and closed the gates.
As soon us we reached the lake
There ure two gates at each end.
when it reached its place on the south
of level the gates were opened and out
side of the great Cucaracha side the They are tremendous structures
last barrier to navigation of the canal steel that are seven feet thick and we steamed over the lake to Pedro
which it and its sister dredge on the from 4 to 82 feet high and weigh Miguel. Agatn we entorea me iock
,.n,
i.ucran tnnii oil is t oi v tf, plvsr frnni S'lit tn 7Hn tons each.
chamber, again the motors whirled,
And these two, which were of mcd- the gates closed, the whirlpools ap
away the dream of four hundred
-

1

i

i

The two nephews of General Car
the commander of the reb
tin
forces of Mexico, who were sent to
the U. S. to leant to fly; Lieut. Gus
to
Salinas tin machine) and lv
brother, Lieut. Alberto Salinas (stand-

Of the two million trees to be planted on the national forests of Montana
i
DROWNING MAN and northern Idaho during the present
fiscal year, one-hal- f
have been set out
this fall and the rest will be put In
New York, Nov. 27. Prompt action
next, spring.
and the forming of a human chain by
Mimm
I'o'ice Sergeants Natheanicl
A MAKER OF HEALTH.
ar.J John McAuliffe of Brooklyn,
A irood honest, medicine like Foley
saved the life of Philip McDonell, 1
Kidney Pills gives health to many
driver, early today.
families. Mrs. O. Palmer, G35 Williow
liond
McDonnell, wandering around
St., Green Hay, Wis. was seriously
street and Gowanus
canal, became ill with kidney and bladder trouble.
cor.fused and walked into the canal. Mr. Palmer writes: "My wife is rapidHe screamed as he went overboard, ly recovering her health and strength
and two policemen rushed to his as- due solely to the use of Foley Kidney

COP CHAIN SAVES

ing.)
The brothers were given their pilot
license last year, and are well known succeeded in smuggling an aeroplane
in the aviation world. Recently they across the Mexican border.
i

and made his sentence six months.
The legal minds of Kansas have

CALL SALOMON TO
UNRAVEL THIS ONE

been figuring
ed to Meyer.

ever since what

happen-

The supreme court of
Kamas held that the trial Judge
was powerless to set aside the first
sentence, and that this sentence must
be served out.
Meyer claims that the Judge set
aside the first sentence, but was without power to impose a second sentence, so that he is a free man

Washington, Nov. 27. The powers of
a Judge to change his mind and increase the sentence of a prisoner, after he has been sent to prison, will
be one of the problems the Supreme
Court must solve shortly.
A. Judge in Trego County, Kan., sentenced Henry Meyer to jail for three
months and to pay a tine of $100 for
Santa Fe Want Ad Is cheap but It
contempt in violating a liquor injunction. Twelve hours later in the day sure does the work. Try one and be
the Judge recalled Meyer from jail convinced.

YUAN

SHI KAI, BLOODY DESPOT OF
ASIA, RULES CHINA WITH IRON HAND
suspend.
The Chinese government today

is

Yuan Shi Kai.

This was not accomplished without
Nankin was
made the rebel's headquarters.
China divided into northern and
southern halves. "Pe" or "Peh" is
Chinese for north and "kin" or "king"
for capital. "Nan" means south. Thus
Nankin is the southern capital when
there is a southern capital at all.
General Chang Hsun, commanding
for Yuan Shi Kai, wrested it, during
this last uprising, from the rebels
under General Teo Chang-shinA new uprising is being organized
a revolt during which

sistance.

Pills." The Capital Pharmacy.
The side walls of the canal are
2
(i
feet
The Panama canal commission has
sheer. Minon, who stands
'inches and is powerfully built, grasp requested the forest service to ined McAuliffe by the ankles and lower- spect the timber being creosoted at
ed him to within reach of the man Seattle and Tacoma for the
struggling In the water.
Putting out all his strength. Minon
then drew his brother officer and the
Coffee
McDonnell to safety.

pooh-poo-

two-loc-

Nanking, Southern Capital, Will Be
Rath4 in BIaaiI kl klatuj DuAl.ltif,n
More Deadly Than Red Carnival of
1911, Which Promise to Split Ch'na
into Two Nationr.
Staff Special.
Nankin, China, Nov. 27. Still partially- in ruins as a result of the fighting attending its capture from the
southern Chinese rebels by President
Yuan Shi Kai's torcei from the north
itcently. Nankin promises to aga!'i be
the scene of an even fiercer struggle
than this last or than the carnival of
violence it went through during the
revolution in 1913.
ILo revolution aga'.nst the Man-us accomplished, the Chinese masses, together with !io leally Iibe.'di-intn- i
ed men in th-npper classes,
tho'ight they wen going to have a
genuine republic.
t
Dr. Sun Yat Sui, lead of the
first provisional govrnn nt, was
to turn the presidency over to
Yuan Shi Kai, lT.e strong man of the
northern provinces, who threatened
civil war if the office were not given
to him but pledged himself if he
were given control, to govern strictly
as a constitutional
executive and
subject to parliamentary dictation.
He has made himself, in all but
name another emperor instead, and a
more despotic, though an abler one,
than any of his predecessors. After
expelling more than 300 member of
parliament who 'opposed his program,
he finally forced the entire body to
c

a-j-

d

sat.,

I

a

ATO

ry

MSI

;

chosen for you hy expert
tasters; ami whenever
their choice doesn't please
you, someone else pay.s
the hill,
Moneyhack at your grocers.
In aroma-tigh- t
cans, everfresh;
cleanly granulated.

j

PROMINENT BANKERS cHND BUSINESS
MEN ORGANIZE MLW
vumrMjui
The management of the institution
board of di and settlers regarding the somewhat
now will be in the hands of a corps of
as
titles
of
chain
they
and
Bank
complicated
rectors of the United States
d
exist. Of scarcely less importance is competent and experienced men asTrust company of this city, it was
such an institution needed to act as sisted by a local board of directors
unanimously to
executor and guardian
the company and form an active bank administrator,so
of the best business men in
that the perpetuity of composed
and trust company in all the features of estates,
in a busine- the state.
be
can
same
protected
the
that are allowed by the laws governing ss-like
The IT. S. Bank was organized in
and profitable manner to the
such institutions.
1906 and since then it haB been one
avoiding
interested
parties,
heirs and
After complying with the laws
which is of the leading Institutions of its kind
thfi Increase of capital to thB waste and confiscation
man 'in the state. Its condition today is
individual
of
result
to in so often the
j
$100,000, the company intends
regarded as ample evidence of the
crease the banking facilities or sania agement.
manner in
iahle and business-lik- e
to
Mr. Brown
IFe and surrounding territory and also
The
conducted.
it
been
has
which
will
be
of
the company
The stock
jto open up, as soon as possible, all of
business present management 1b composedHan-11a-of,
the
leading
trust
a
among
of
placed
various
departments
(the
nnt nnlv of Santa Fe. but of the Hon. X. B. Laughlin, Hon. R. H.
mak-lin- g men
'company. Among these will be
John B. Lamy, W. E. Griffljn, Fredloans on real estate for long or entire state. The board of directors
Muller, and John W. Mayes.
'short terms at a reasonable interest; have entered Into a contract for the re.T. erick
It is hoped to complete the new orexecu-- 1 organization of this institution with
and
for
administrator
as
act
jto
at an
or- ganization and start business
tor of estates of deceased persons and Eugene Brown, who so successruny
date under the trust and bankTrust
early
and
Bank
to
the
People's
as
be
ganized
estates
conveyed
of such
may
deN. M., ing laws. The banking and trust
lit in trust; to act in matters of gen-jer- Company of Kast Lasof Vegas. Meadow
will be separate and dispartments
the
to
the
which
to
people
or
trust
relations;
fiduciary
tinct from each other. All legal matwrite title guarantee insurance and City point with pride.
departex ters pertaining to the trust
had
Mr.
has
years
many
Rrown
land
titles.
to examine and perfect
will be under the supervision of
ments
of
banks
in
the
organization
perience
are
All of these branches
greatly
attorneys selected with a
needed to promote the development of and trust companies in the southern capable
view of passing on titles and the proconsidis
he
and
states
western
and
of
the new state. It is thought that
lesDecial importance is the title guar ered well Qualified to Judge of the tection of decedents' estates and such
estates as may be conveyed in
antee insurance to inspire confidence in necessities of such an institution now jother to
the corporation.
trust
Fe.
Santa
into

it

:

Art; you a coffee
!
Never mintl, you
know what ymi like.
lint SeliiNinn's liest is
ox-pe-

Here's where the whistles and thrills began."
A HELPLESS MAN
Miguel
HO
feet.
we
went
un
and
neared
fitted
and
TRAVELS IN STEEL
ium size, came together
years had come true. A vessel from
That being the highest level of the
as
and
the Pacific and a vessel from the At- tightly, just as easily in a just
barnyard canal, our dredge started for the
lantic had met in the middle of the simply! as two gates
Allentown, Pa., Nov. 1.7. In order
cut. And it was here that, the
water.
fence
the
without
leaving
continent
no
was
There
blow.
to
his wish to be treated at home
thet
whistleB
into
began
And then the water was turned
It was a great moment. It was a
and we whistles blowing on the program. But might be complied with Solomon Stem
lock
the
lock
from
our
upper
men
of
yes,
hundreds
moment that
m a steei
up we an American negro engineer of a dirt ei, 2.'1 years old, was shipped
thousands have sacrificed their lives commenced to go up. Up, the
lock train saw fit to start tooting his whis- oihe from Hannibal M . to Allentown.
into
water
the
coming
went,
to make possible.
took it He is a son of Mr. nil Mrs. Adam
105 holes in the bottom that tle and then another dirt train
We boarded our dredge near the through
so up and soon the shops and the tugs i,.rnor nf Rirvnt. r.ehiuh county, andfloor
over
the
all
distributed
were
the
at
PnrlHc Nn trance of the canal
weeks airo his stiiie. was paraaovpi-a- l
be no disturbing and launches began to blow.
at a cement
south end of the Miraflores locks. that there would
was a wonderful racket. But it ly:ed by an explosion
ft
distributed
an
but
evenly
goswirl,
There was quite a flotilla of boats
It meant niimt in Hannibal. He can tall. a".d eat
wonderful
meaning.
a
had
water.
nf
the
ine throuiih. the launches anu uarges
is a real thing. Hut is helpless from the neck down
We could see the whirlpools at in- that the Panama sanal
and other attendants of the dredge.
the iFor his transferral a special suit or
hear
If
anyone
the
as
you
surface
the
over
from
the shore we tervals all
At a Kiehal
don't know js'eel armor was devised. Into which
he
him
tell
canal
bePanama
culverts
in
the
from
crowded on steam and started for the water rushed
ll.p was clamped. It is hoped to
one what he's talking about.
chambers at Mira low. Water can be passed from
ftrut nf the
him by means of an operation.
canal!'
a
Panama
is
There
culverts
The water was some 44 feet chamber to another through
flores.
made
a
I've
voyage
because
I
know
comes
into
it
all
in the rIiIp walls and
Hoen In the first lock chamber.
the bottom on it.
Once in the lock, the signal was the lock chambers tfirough
Locks.

"Our vessel in the Pedro

a

moptiiiir

of the

the minds of prospective

purchasers

coming

'

THE WEATHER

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
BEWARE OF OINTMENTS
FOR CATARRH THAT
CONTAIN MERCURY Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
as mercury will surely destroy the
Oct. 30, 1913.
sense of smell and completely derange
Notice is hereby given that Cipriano
it
the whole system when entering
Chavez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
through the mucous surfaces, bucn Sept. 2d, 1908, made homestead entry
used
except No. 01315 for SE4 NW4, NE4 SW4,
articles should never be
ion prescriptions from reputable physiSW4 NE4, Bectiori 3, towndo is NW4 SE4,
will
cians. s the damage they
17 N.. range 9 E., N. M. P. Meriship
ten fold to the good you can possibly
has filed notice of Intention to

The range of temperature yesterday was from 26 to 47; the average
relative humidity was 83 per cent.
Yesterday was a partly cloudy day
with a mean temperature of one degree above the average.
The temperature at 8 a. m. today
Hall's Catarrh
derive from them.
towar center. was 31 degrees. The forecast for
Pictures from China'
F. J. Cheney
manufactured
by
Cure,
and tomorrow is generally fair
Upper left shows a section of Nan- night not much
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
in
with
temperature.
change
and
give
king, the rebel stronghold
and is taken internally, acting directly
some idea of the havoc wrought by the
upon the blood and mucous surfaces
are
manufacturers
Eastern
looking of the system.
In buying Hall's
government troops' deadly artillery
for
to
for
wood
hard
Northwest
the
are
seen
In the center rebels
fire.
Catarrh Cure be sure yoii get the
.
clothes-pinsBirch
manufacture
of
the
rifle behind the
working a
genuine. It is taken Internally and
defenses of Nanking. Lower picture, Is particularly wanted.
made in Toledo. Ohio, by F. J. Cheney
General Tso Chang-shin& Co.. Testimonial free.
commanding
Price 75c per
the rebel army.
Sold by druggists.
Birmingham, Ala. A. F. Willis suf
fered greatly from asthma and bron- bottle.
against President Yuan now, which chitis. He writes: "I got no relief
Take Hall's Family Plus for
promises to split China in two and until I took Foley's Honey and Tar
result in a long and bloody civil war. Compound. It entirely removed those
Of the southern provinces Nankin will choking sensations, and never failed
Work for toe New Vexican. it
again be the capital. Yuan, strong in to produce an easy and comfortable
working for yon, tor Santa Fe and
the north, will maintain his govern- condition of the throat and lungs.
ment seat at Pekio.
The Capital Pharmacy.
the new state.
g

1

dian,
make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before the register and receiver, U. 8.
land office at Santa Fe, X. M., on the
Dec. 9, 1913.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Delgado
pinotrin Chavez. Emilio
Melquiades Martinez, Juan Montca
y Lopez, all of Santa fe, iv. ai.
FRANCISCO

DELGADO,

Register
The net receipts from the national
forests of Washington and Oregon
during the past four months amounted
to $115,620, an Increase of 17 per
cent over receipts for the same period
last year.

By Staff Photographer W. H. Durborough.
GENERAL FRAXCISCO VILLA, REBEL COMMANDER WHO RECENTLY CAPTVRED JUAREZ ACROSS T HE RIVER FROM EL PASO, TEXAS,
AND IMMEDIATELY
EXECUTED ABOUT 30 FEDERAL PRISONERS.
PHOTOGRAPHER DURBOROUGH SNAPPED VILLA IX THE SADDLE.
HE IS HOLDING THE BRIDLE. THE ROUND BALL IN FRONT OF HIM
IS THE PECULIAR POMMEL OF THE MEXICAN SADDLE.
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wews

heard me?' We shall all see to it that tion, to whom is given the large share
the day brings us face to face wita of the credit for the arrival of the as(Jod. In some of its preoious moments sociation at its present flourishing
let us push aside the physical gift1., condition.
I.uth aside the social joys, and tit us
On every hand are heard exprescome immediately to Him who waits sions of regret that Mr.
Asplund could
to hear our cry and to be grac'ous to
,
,,is wav ,,,,. .
us all. For it is written: And Jef.ua
was
He
the
offered
in
of
bout
.Mathews
a
the
Athletic
Kansas
"Pierce"
material
rival
position.
City
auspices
lifted up His eyes, and said, Father,
inducement to do so but felt that he
ARE
GOING Club. His time was 29 minutes, 6
there during the holidays, and as this
AMERICAN ATHLETES
GREAT
thank Thee that Thou nasi heard could not do ga
seconds. Finley of Missouri Univer- will not interfere with the El Paso Me
date he is arranging matters preparasity, finished second. De Walt, a
Flour years ago when Mr. Asplund
AFTER AUSTRALIAN CRACKS.
boy of Kansas University, tory to accepting this offer also.
became secretary the membership of
who finished third, Jed the field for
HILL PRESIDENT
'the teachers' association was less
Team of Four Will Compete in New Zealand and Australia in Track and five miles.
than 200. Today it is over 1300 and
AND
WAGNER
the
Field Events.
close to that number attended
OF N.M.E.A. present convention.
LEACH CROSS AND
The Hon. Filadelfo Baca of Santa
JOE RIVERS TO
The election of officers and theiFe, gave an address in Spanish yes- Games Today.
oratorical last night closed the terday afternoon .' in: the assembly
'.
FIGHT TO-DAPennsylvania vs. Cornell.1H13 meeting of the New Mexico Ed- room' of the High school on "The MoChristian Brothers vs. Haskell.
ney Value of a Scientific Education."
ucational association.
St. Louis vs. Syracuse. .
,
I.on Angeles, Calif., Nov. 27. Leach
Rev. C. C. Hill of Roswell elected This address w:as Interpreted by Jose
Creighton vs. 'South' Pakota,
Cross of New York and Joe Rivers of
v
president and J. H. Wagner,, of Santa D. Sena of Santa Fe.
Brown vs. Carlisle.
Ix8 Anseles, met here today in a 20
a notable contest.
after
of
President
I'f,
the
of
School
secretary,
Jones,
state.
vs.
133
at
the
Pennsylvania
round fight, entering
Pittsburgh
ring
Miss Josie Lockhard, of Raton, elect-- i Mines, spoke on the "Geologic
Texas vs. Notre Dame.
pounds. Cross and Rivers have had
L.
C.
of
vice president;
of the Rio Grande;" State
Burt,
Denver vs. Colorado Mines.
ten round fights in New York under
B. Taylor, Superintendent Alvan N. White on the
Colorado College vs. College of Em A'ountainair, treasurer; J.
the no decision rule, and the battle
o! Iteming, member of executive com- "Relation of Science Teaching to the
today, according to announcement, poria.
mittee, and R. R. Larkin, railroad sec- Industrial Progress of the State?"
Colorado vs. Oklahoma.
was to decide which of them should
retary, without opposition.
meet champion Ritchie In a match ten.iohn Alllne was chosen local secre- ARMY ENGINEER WINS
FINAL SCORES.
tatively fixed for New Year's day.
FAME BUT LOSES LIFE
tary.
Carlisle 13 r Brown 0.
Amendment to constitution, reorgan
Miami 13; Cincinnati University 7.
CARLISLE TEAM
Baltimore, Md., Nov. 27. Physicians
izing educational council, adopted
Cornell 21: Pennsylvania 0.
of the Phipps Psychiatric clinic at
unanimously.
0.
Dickinson
7;
Lafayette
VICTOR OVER
Dr. F. H. Roberts was selected pres- John Hopkins hospital announced this
Western Reserve 17; Case 6.
BROWN 13 TOO Knrl of second period:
Cornell 14; ident and R. F. Asplund secretary of afternoon that practically ail hope has
been abandoned for the recovery of
ducation.
Pennsylvania 0,
Lieut. Colonel David Du Boise
con27.
in
The
the
state
oratorical
Nov.
End second period: University ofj Winners
Providence, It. I.,
the army engineer who dug Cui- .lest held last night at the Elks the
Carlisle Indian eleven defeated Brown Pittsburg 7; Pennsylvania State 6.
at.er are Frank Landau, of the New""1
University 13 to 0 in their annual
almost lnsurmouniaoie ousiacies. ne
Mexico Normal university, of Las Ve- U,na
Thanksgiving day game today.
FINE WTATHER A CAUSE
loot'
Y.r.n
um" nnr.,ff a4nn,1ll.r fr,f
the
football characterized
FOR THANKS gas, in the college section and Lester I"te
?ays;
Welty of Roswell, In the high school ' Colonel.
play, line plungeB and end runs pre, ,
Gaylord s condition. It is
ru,vlnt,
vailing from start to finish. Only a
(Continued From Page One.)
is now such that death might
innr oonnn
few punts were aitempted and the forill n icn nuuia w i a ivn
ward pass was used rarely. Carlisle straight to God; there is no stopping !" the. college section and Edward mule
, Main
'
in
of
took
second
fourth
Patterson
and
perin
second
the
Portales,
scored
place short of the Infinite Hand and
diseases
uie high school section.
iods. Culac carried the ball over for tne Infinite Heart,"
His son, Lieutenant David P.
the first touchdown. Garlow tailed to Mr. Shimer dwelt at length on the
Echoes of the Meeting.
U. S. A., said today that his
-kick, the goal.
savior's final thanksgiving ana aner
Ve made the best fight we knew father's trouble came on him sudden
In the fourth period
he Indians rising how we are grateful to God for:llow for the neit convention of the
The AII'Ameriean Track Team That Will Tour Australia! and New Zealy in July. Last Thanksgiving they
scored on an interrupted forward pass gifts to our body, to our social nature Kd
land. Left to right R. Caughy, Jim Powers, R. Templeton, G. Parker,
l Association." said George were
(j
...
together in Panama.
Guyon making the touchdown and md to our Intellect, then he asked' jA
FiemiIlg of the Meadow City
each. He is a wonderful sprinter and kicking the goal.
(Special Correspondence)
have we been grateful that we teraay afternoon as he left for his FOUR DROWNED IN
will make good on the grass tracks
San Francisco, Nov. 27. The
Brown showed unexpected defensive can reach God, that He is near and home ftnd we oat ln a fair
STORM ON PACIFIC.
fight We
track and field team, consist- ill the Antipodes.
strength and twice during the third v.aits to hear our call? Hava we f'0- - are Batsfled wlth the result, and you
Jim Powers of the Boston Athletic period held the Indians for downs un- lowed Christ in this higher thanksgiv
ing of four athletes, left here recently
,n
cftn bet wg wl come
San Francisco, Calif., Nov 27
for a tour of New Zealand and Aus- Association, recently put a mile be der the shadow of the goal posts.
ing? if we have failed in in', soreiy
Mr. Fleming, With Charles W. G.
secmessages today say that two ofhind himself in 4 minutes 18
tralia.
we have been thoughtless indeed. For
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts and ficers, one passenger and seaman on
2 seconds off the coast
Ward,
onds,
team,
taking
of
the
the
Parker,
sprinter
you think of anything that cal'i
the Pacific Coast Steamship President
O'ROURKE can
is the best sprinter on the Pacic coast, record.
for more gratitude than lust simply other Las Vegas business men, made
for the convention lost their lives last night in the storm
Is
of
He
the present mile champion
having defeated all the champions
HAS TWO FIGHTS this: God is always within hearing dis- aandvigorousto contest
this morning it looked as that raged off California coast,
up
here at the recent. Portola celebration. both the United States and Canada
tance .always within helping distance,
The passenger, whose name has not
Included in the men Parker beat are and will run various distances from
to the approach of if they had won.
responsive
always
Tommy O'Rourke, the well known love?"
Jose D. Sena, clerk of the supreme been learned, was washed over board
such cracks as Fred Kelly, who re- 880 yards to two miles during the tour
court of New Mexico and president of 130 miles of Cape Blanco and the
Ira and should establish a new Australian eastern lightweight who has been
cently ran the hundred in 9
Concluding, he said:
in an effort
making Santa Fe his home, this mornhow near this final form r the school board of Santa Fe, arrived members of the crew died
'And
Courtney, who competed at Stockholm, record for the mile.
was notified by S. G. Gonzales, pro- n,
Air. to save him.
in Albuaueraue Tuesday nignr.
and Gates, of the Pastime Club.
,.,.,!.f,.w,DO
Reginald Caughy, the Ukiah high ing
tlie Swastika club, El Paso,
s moter of
Parker ran his 220 at the Portola school lad, is one of the best
our holiday! For what is the meaning Sena arrived here an enthusiastic ad
e as tne iyn con- FROM ST. LOUIS TO
in even time, a remarkable performin the country the only man Texas, that he had been selected, to of this prescribed feast? It is not that vocate or santa
headin
the
ance on a curved track. He ran his who ever defeated the late Ralph Rose. oppose "Fighting" Thorp
CAIRO, BY AEROPLANE.
God does hear? What use to speak lo vention city.
to
a
be
show
liner
for
big boxing
put Him and say that we are grateful for
show- Caughy is good for 47 feet or better.
ac
100 in the same meet In 10
Twelve hundred and eighty-fivon
on
December lath HiB mercies if He pays no heed to tive members of the New Mexico Edby that club
is
Commerce, Mo., Nov. 27. Tony Jan- ing his consistency. Last spring he A diminutive fellow, his
And if God hears us when we ucational association are in actual at- - mis, the aviator, who started on a trip
equaled the Pacific Association rec- remarkable because of his stature. He next. He was offered a guarantee of us
w.ui privilege or u per cent u. te HJm , our gratltllde does HlJ not tendance at the convention here which from St. Louis to Cairo, 111., in a hy
ord with even time in the 100 yards, will juggle the weights on the tour.
the gate, with transportation and ex- - ,,ear ug when we te Hml of our need? closed yesterday.
and two months later went to Chitoday, arrived here from
penses. He immediately accepted and Doea not thig ThanksglvIng Day , lhe
This is the record of accomplish- ("ape Giardeau, Mo., at 11 o'clock havcago and ran second in both 100 and M. U. STUDENT WINS
will leave within the next day or so. ,as)
220.
anaIysis of ltg meaning tear us ment of four years' work by Rupert ing made the trip In a dense fog and.
51, MILE RUN AT K. C.
He also received an offer from ihat we may share this mood of
F. Asplund, of Santa Fe, the retinring a heavy rain. The machine was wet
Kansas City, Nov. 27. Perry of MisBoth these events were run in new
Smith of the Clovis Athletic jtudc with Jesus and say with Him, secretary of the association, and as- and heavy. Jannus expected to reach
world's, interscholastic
records, and souri, won the five and
,. .
Parker was credited with even time in mile run here today, given under the club for him to oppose his old time 'Father, I thank The that Thou haet sistant in the department of educa- - Cairo this afternoon.
T
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DEAN OF VETERINARY
COLLEGE FACES TRIAL.

Shelbyville, Ind., Nov. 27. William
B. Craig, dean of the Indian veterinary
college at Indannpolis, will be placed
on trial before Judge Alonzo Blair
here tomorrow to answer to an indict-

ment charging him with the murder
of Dr. Helen E. Knabe at Indanapo-li- s
December 31, 1912 on evidence submitted by a private detective employed by the women of the state. The
case was brought here on a change of
venue, granted at the request of the
defendant.
M.. Ragsdale, an undertaker
, Alonzo
and administrator of the Knabe estate,
is undery Indictment, ,. charging him
with being an accessor after the murder. The date for his trial has not

teen

fixed.

VETERAN

THEATRICAL

MANAGER IS DEAD.
New Orleans, Lo., Nov. 27. Henry
W. Greenwali, veteran theatrical man- ager, died here today, at the age of 81

'

years.

For quick results, a
little "WANT."

ELKS' THEATRE
Decern ber 1st, 1913
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TOMMY"

cw,

SEEEHAN AND BECK
PRESENT
THE DAINTY

The Girl
From

Mumms

tvrnti-"Don- "

A

WITH

Miss Olive Vail
and

Perfect Cast and Chorus
Parisian Musical
Sensation
Effervescing; with Sparkling
Tunes and TrlppHng
A

e

shot-puttin-

PARISIAN MUSICAL COMEDY

i

16
'

Before

Melodies.
MUSICAL HITS

16

Had the Measles "

CLEO.

I

SEATS ON SALE AT ZOOK'S DRUG STORE

Prices, 75c, $1.00, and $1.50

I"!

THE NEW MEXICAN

i

EXTENDS THE SEASON'S GREETINGS

t--

I.

TO

ITS

.I

READERS

Everyone has something to be thankful for. Just remember, it might be worse. It is presumed that almost
everybody who reads this is a subscriber, but if you are not, there are reasons why you should be. If
you are a subscriber, you might hand these reasons to some one who is not
Why You Need The
New Mexican

The New Mexican is for the Best for New Mexico Every Time. New
Mexico is this paper's field. If New Mexico grows and prospers, The New
Mexican will be indirectly benefitted. That's all The New Mexican asks.
To Grow With New Mexico. We'll Help You; You Help Us.

What We
Are Trying To Do

In The New Mexican you will find editorial comment on various live
State topics. In handling these subjects there is but one idea that rules,,
and that is to try to bring out clearly the best course to follow for New Mexico as a whole. . Better Things Better Days of New Mexico
that's the
idea.

News of

The New Mexican specializes on State News such as develops at the
State Capital, but which is of interest to the different sections of the State.
The Supreme Court opinions are handled very fully. No lawyer should
,
miss The New Mexican for this reason.
good roads, education,
in
the State Capitol is
of
sort
news
that
corporation news, every
develops
The
New
in
Mexican.
that
We
when
mean it
we say
printed
you cannot keep
abreast of the Progress and Development of New Mexico without being a
Regular Reader of The New Mexican.
Irrig-ation-

The

r

State Capital

I

buildd
Perhaps you did not know it, but it is a fact that in a
New
Mexican
assemThe
has
for
constructed
this
purpose,
ing, especially
bled the Most Complete Modern Printing Plant to be found in New Mexico. There is not one blank book used in any state or county office that
The New Mexican cannot duplicate in every detail of paper, ruling, binding, etc. There is no job too small, nor none too large for The New Mexican to handle. And when The New Mexican turns it out, you can rest assured it is the best that can be done in the State. I fyou doubt the above
statements, put us to the test. Let's keep New Mexico money at home.
well-lighte-

The New Mexican's
;

U

&

Mechanical
Equipment

iJ
ii

icU
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800 MARINES SAIL
'forped lo face the irate senator.
And Mr. Patek.
FOR SOUTHERN WATERS
It was u long jump for Charles
FOR SALE Rooming House, completely furnished, good loKancas City, io Nov. 27. Reuben
I'atek, the cultured foreign Viennese
cation, 18 rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
Philadelphia, Nov. L'T. With eight
wliose phenomenal powers ns
now living in Santa Fe, to hundred marines and a full crew on
Field,
gentleman
Street.
.Rent
12.00
on
month
Galisteo
FOR RENT
Room
per
Store
ex- a rapid calculator have puzzled
the role of Kiniierty, on the city police board, Hie transport Prairie left (he
Store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per
force of Washington. Hut he Hied Philadelphia navy yard at 1 o'clock
pert mathematicians from all parts of
30.00
month
died
the country,
the leap. Friends of .Mr. Patek, who today for southern waters. The transtoday of opoplexy at
Modern Dwelling. Good location. Rent
the Jackson County farm, where lie
Jhad bought tickets to sec him in a port carries stores and ammunition
A
35.00
per month
had been cared for since 1ST.
blue inn I'mt in with a billy in his hand, for a three months' cruise, The marModern Dwelling, good location. Rent
He was seventy years old.
were grievously disappointed as Mr. ines are commanded by Colonel ,. A.
30.00
;
per month
Apparently without Hmbition and al- W. M. CALDWELL PRODUCES PLAY IN I'atek appeared as a plain clothes man I.ejune. The colonel and oflicers of
Ranches, Land Grants and City Property. Insurance and Surety Bonds.
his face as cleverly "made up" as a the Philadelphia navy yard said beways dependent on others, he regard- ed his arithmetical powers as a gift
It was cruel of Air. fore the Prairie sailed that the orders
WHICH HE IS EASILY THE STAR, matinee idol's.
of God that would be taken
jpati-to disappoint his friends this received named Pensaeola, Fla., as
from
ABLY ASSISTED BY PROMINENT way, even though he did wear a silver the
him if he turned them to worldly gain,
objective point of the trip. It has
He was unable to read or write..
"men Kiume inse win itaiuy un- - been rumored at the navy yard, how
C1UTI rriUf lillft UIVC Tilt
ItlAftt
WnU
dAHIA
Int
'der
at
Given
the
suns
rtANJ,
this season.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
the distance by rail between!
bff
rays
ever, that, these orders may
'.at
arm changed by wiroles stelegraph from MRS.VV. LINDHAROT
TUFiTDC PflPK UJITU I AIIRUITD
""
jtivo cities, and the dimensions of a!
BONDS.
nikniiift.
iiuwu
knuuiiiLiii
SURETY
iiiiii
REAL
Iwork handing his prisoner, suggesting Washington after the Prairie passes
car wheel, he would tell an inquisitor
INSURANCE,
ESTATE, LOANS,
"
:
witli
bow many revolutions of the wheel
the out to sea.
,.'
125 Palace Ave.
thorough acquaintance
svstem.
'would be required to cover the dist- Phone, 189 J.
jSwoboda
The
at
holiday feeling prevailed
UNDER AUSPICES OF THE
lance almost before the statement of;
Mrs. W. G. Hoover.
the navy 'yard today and marines and
1 1 9 San Francisco
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
St.,
the problem was complete.
It was
Tall, giaceful, handsomely gowned some of the cicw of the prairie playFE
SANTA
CLUB
WOMAN'S
eaid he could tell the exact time at j.
'and pleasing to look at was Mrs. W. ed footbitll before the transport sailed.
KM IH I II 1 1 1 I I I Ml I I I
any hour without hesitation and with-- ;
;G. Hoover, who played the part of The transport was given a noisy send-of- f
out. reference to clock, sun or other
by the sailors and marines of the
Marayan Hayste, "in the social swim."
(By Allen O'Dale.)
agency.
The farce comedy "My Friend from She looked, indeed, like a Washington reserve fleet now stationed at the
in several occasions Field had con-- '
yard.
India" was presented at the Klks the-- , belle, at the height of her social
Btaicu lemrumuy iu am in limning ui- - ater last night by Santa Feans, under
Mo.
voices in stores at Independence,
FIRE CAUSES EARLY
the auspices of the Santa Fe Woman's
Mrs. E. C. Abbott.
Given the number of yards of goods
MORNING PANIC.
club" and it was a laugh and a scream
As a
lady, y.'aniing
fn a hnlt rtf Mith Ilia nnmh1- - nf hnlta
" "
tiom curtain to curtain though tin-- : lor the third aisle stroll, Mrs. 10. C. Ab.
. ..
ana tne price per yara, r leia wouia
the attendance was not so bott was a sparkling success. Airs. AbPueblo, Colo., Nov. 27. Twelve pertell instantly the total value of the fortunately
large as such a production merited.
and children,
bott has always made, a hit in ama- sons, mostly women
goods on the shelf.
There is always something "funny" teur theatricals in Santa Ke and lasl were curried down ladders from the
He was born in Hath county, Ky.,
about seeing one's friends on the night she added to her laurels. She upper stories of the Goldsmith block
but spent most of his life in western
stage, especially in amateur theatri-- j was probably at her best before the shortly before daylight this morning,
Missouri.
cals, And it is safe to say that, after "mirror" looking at .less Nusbanm who When smoke and mimes from a gasothe first act, the idea becomes funny 'also was clever in mimiciiie her ues-- line shed in the rear of a grocery store
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to the actors and actresses, too, assures, while she thought she was
the ground floor of the, building
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their ears catch the laughter coining ing at herself in a new gow n. There caused a panic among a large number
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over the footlights.
Were gales of laughter throughout this! of roomers.
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NO TUMMY

ti,ov want some one else to
think they know. It is a part of hu- nature and most of us have the
but it is better developed in
some persons than in others.
It is evident, though, that people
better not talk too loud about the
things of which they are in ignoror they will get called as the
secretary of the navy did when he
gave his talk on possum and perslm-
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Never Learn.
wonder what the reason iB that
we are so given over to procrastina- tion in so many ways. AVe see it in
the every day walks of life and in the
special things and we never seem to
by experience that the prompt
is the most satisfactory one and
that we can accomplish so much
more when we do things at the time
when we ought to do them,
We have seen this especially in the
way people go to the theater in Santa Fe. They make themselves and
every one in the room uncomfortable
and yet they go right on and do the
same thing over at the first opportunity that presents itself. JuBt at this
season of the year our attention is
directed to the value of being prompt
because we are having ever before us
the admonition to shop early. It is a
mighty good one too, and we all know
it and yet we do the same thing year
in and year out, and put off and dread
the very thing we have been vowing
all the year we should not do. It is
the same old story that experience is
a hard school hut fools will learn in
no other, and in the shopping early
proposition we must admit that we
are nothing short of genuine fools.
Knowing that it would be a relief and
knowing we would be more content
and that an actual burden would be
removed from one's mind, yet we do
not heed the constant admonition to

i

I

Is It Too Late,

FIRST NATIONAL

THE

anx-habi- t,

wine.

AS

Accumulate a surplus and it will generate a thankful
spirit the year round.

NEW MEXICO.

though there were many glaring irregularities and much deplorable
being
travagance, the auditor
lous to get his name in the headlines
rather overdid the task assigned
him. C'loudcrofter.
Not Apparent,
n various counties of the state
pe are pawing up the earth over the
rajse ul valuation? made by the state
boar(i 0f equalization, but there
pears to be no stir in this county over
lne matter. Whether the absence of
agitatioii on the subject is due to the
beef that we have plenty of money
t0 pay Whatever is demanded, or to
nap
i,ie fact tlat we are just; taking abrok-leaare disinclined to have our rest
en )s not apparent at this time.
jr(Z0Z0 News,

-

What mnv bp tin; aftermath of the publication of the traveling auditors
excuses. One
report ptetthu, u.uuy amusing thiiiRs and many very peculiar
of the journals of the state in Hie Issue ot this week says;
"This condition is due, to a certain extent, to loosely constructed laws
relating to county affairs, now in force in New Mexico."
It is a little dillicult to understand just what that has to do with the
correctness of the auditor's report. It is not a clear or a forcible defense
sucin attacliins the position taken by a state official, and further, it only
ceeds in bringing again to the attention of the people just where the fault
of bad laws lies, and those who are attempting to lay the blame of the
to the record.
tidings of the anditor to the account of had laws, must go back
No one will deny that the laws which have to do with the things that most
ineffec
closely alfect the people of the state, are loosely construcled and
tive for any good, but that is just wliat lliey were inieuueu 10 ue auu urac
was no attempt to rectify any of the evils which are the result of these laws,
Hobby It doesn't Beern a bit. like
when the legislature was in session and had the opportunity.
Thanksgiving.
boss-ridde- n
and
inefficient
of
the
All that is wrong with the laws is the fau.lt
Mother
Why not?
which
body which has twice assembled since we became a state, and
Bobby I haven't a stomach ache.
conor
has made iio effort to give the people anything in the way of justice
sideration. It is usek'ss to try and find any defense elsewhere and useless
THE BYSTANDER
to try and lay the blame on other shoulders.
The people are becoming awakened to the fact that we cannot hope for
SEES IT.
becomes one composed
of the

legislature
any just laws until the membership
of men without the boss' collar.
Anolher peculiar explanation of the auditor's report, is in these words:
"The auditor rather overdid the task assigned him."
It looks to the reader as if the overdoing, most of it, was on the part of
certain county officials who have been brought into the lime light in a most unpleasant manner.
It is not of much use for the journals of the state to heap upon the auditor
abuse and attempted sarcasm for the results that have come from an investigation of certain counties.
The people of the state are beginning to understand the situation and to
realize what the condition has been under the old domination of affairs, and
they are determined upon a change.

to those who are practicing habits of thrift and economy
and are thereby assuring their future auccess.
The Bank Book is the text of Economy studied by
worthy men and young men.
Get one of your own by opening an account in this
strong bank then every day will be Thanksgiving Day
with you.
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SUCH 15 FAME.
Seator H. H. Hall, who was floor
leader of the majority in the upper house of the last legislature,
in a speech delivered In his home
county, Dona Ana, declared himself in favor of state-widprohibition and that be "would be
found from now on against the
saloon."
Farmiugton Times

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

private baths.

Rooms en suit wltb
Electric light, Steam Heat,

central Location.

Large Sample Rooms.
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THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
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Howell Earnest,
the traveling
auditor, who recently came into
considerable notoriety on account
of his alleged mistaken
reports,
arrived in Las Vegas last night.
Las Vegas Optic.

MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the
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Carrizozo.
Mamie
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A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
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Mike May, Chicago.
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John Fritwald, Pekin Til.
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(Continued from page six.)
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It is thought operations their home, in the near future.
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why
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compresser have just been completed exactly fills this need. No opiates,
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people are misled by the fact that they fond reforms which Carranza has and air
inoneyhaek at your groRegister.
pipe laid In mine. New hoist no sour stomach, no constipation folof P. Hall over
cannot believe In the honesty of any stated aB essential to continued peace is
directly behind g soline hoist and lows its use. Stuffy colds, wheezy
cer's.
Kaune's store.
man in the field of diplomacy. But in Mexico.
It is easy to understand why an in
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QUAINT CUSTOMS OF THE WORLD'S QUEER PEOPLE.
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
Torment thousands of people dally.
chances there, no matter what hapMONEY.
; come.
of
when
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these
sufferers
be
Don't
It will not pay you to waste your
pens. The government is now stripj
BENITO ALARID, President.
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FOR
cost you can get well rid
time wrtlng out your legal forme
per for action but the action will not for so little
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Secretary.
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be intervention.
hen you can get them already printwork from the very first
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Mercer, Pa., Nov. 27. The question
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Huerta will probably continue to dose. good
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exert
an
so
direct
action of ownership of property found on
They
The wages on
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
defy the United States.
the kidneys and bladder that the railroad trains and unclaimed by the
of a Mexican president are very good
Santa Fe Lodxt
and torment of backache, rheu- real owner was decided before Judge
pain
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and Lord Cowdray is said to be matism and
meets
regular!)
trouble Is soon dis- Holt here, when a jury returned a ver
kidney
for you, for Santa Fe and
8 o'clock
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at
every
sending money for Huerta's purposes. pelled. The Capital Pharmacy.
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of
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dict
for
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Odd Fellows H.J1. Visiting broth the new state.
Doubtless Huerta's purposes comprise
j In
jtieger in his suit against the Pennsya fat bank account somewhere on the
ert always weUsoma
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Company.
WRONG
continent against the inevitably rainy
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day. Such is the way of dictators.
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visiting

BEHOLD!

FINDS

THE BRIDEGROOM

COMETH!

SUES
POSSESSION

SHOT THE

Huerta's defiance and Insults will

AS

and turned it over to the conductor.
not move Washington to revenge or
.
The owner failed to apply for the propfor
No,
Philadelphia,
Intervention
measures.
punitive
glar Edward Connelly, was shot, erty and Battieger claimed the money,
would make Huerta a national hero
but the railroad company refused to
S
otby "f"0'
It ' CoeUy
instead of an assassin-usurpeit up. He then entered suit.
J'Ctlia U1U. IUUUCIIJ HOD HI give
would prolong the period during which CUll,
when Peterson saw him, and
he could make those deposits abroad the yard
FULLY NOURISHED.
him to be a burglar, fired.
of Cowdray's money. He is stormy believing
was not until after, Connelly had Grape-Nut- s
It
a Perfectly Balanced Food
too
blow
cannot
petrel, and the storm
been taken to the hospital and the powildly for him, so lon as it does not lice Investigated that Peterson learnXo chemist's analysis of Grape-Nut- s
engulf him. He may even declare ed of his mistake.
can begin to show the real value of
war on the United States as a means
Connelly made a blunder, which led tne rood tne practical value as
of prolonging the fruitful period of
1
Bradmanagement of Mexican taxes, duties to im being shot. With Frank on the shown by personal experience.
It is a food that is perfectly balley, who works with Connelly
and loans.
Stetson estate on York road, he at- anced, supplies the needed elements
he
declare
should
even
war,
But
tended a euchre at Mercantile Hnll by for both brain and body in all stages,
there la no reason to expect that Wil the Church of the
Holy Angles, of Oak of life from the infant, through the'
.
Mex-a
into
son will send single soldier
Lane.
strenuous times of active middle life,
to
will
be apt
ican territory. Wilson
They met some girl friends at the and is a comfort and support In old
show him a trick worth two of that.
euchre and escorted lh'!,:i from the age.
He will doubtedless refuse to recog"For two years I have used Grape- hall.
One of them was Ellen Smith
nize Huertas'B authority to declare
V.hlle Bradey walked with Miss Nuts with milk and a little cream, for
war. A bandit cannot declare war so
Small, Connelly went to Eleventh and breakfast. I am comfortably hungry
to bind the Mexican people. We Jetffferson
streets to put some girls on jfor my dinner at noon.
should merely laugh at Huerta, and
I use little meat, plenty of vege
car.
still regard the people of Mexico as
and fruit, in season, for the
Connelly end Bradley were to meet tables
at peace with the people of the United
noon meal, and If tired at tea time,
at
Thirteenth
and
Je'iursou
streets,
States.
alone and feel perbut when Connelly returned Bradley take Grape-Nut- s
But, no doubt, WUson would take a .as not there.
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fectly
to
to
He
decided
go
leaf from the ledger of Hernando Cor- 1321.
"Nerve and brain power and memafter Bradley. He went to the
tez. He would, and probably in his own
are much improved since using
rear
ory
1319 Instead.
of
good time will, say to Venustiano CarI am over sixty
and
Peterson was aroused by his aunt, Grape-Nutv. yj
i
n U JIUL UUVtU
..u,
ml" saw Connelly In the ward. Peterson weigh 155 pounds. My son and husmonster Huerta.
We will not send fold the
police that he called to Con band seeing how I had improved are
you a soldier, but If you need money,
and Connelly made no reply. Con now using Grape-Nutweapons, munitions or material of nelly
vinced that the man in the yard was
"My son, who is a traveling man,
a burglar, Peterson nrea three shots. eats nothing for breakfast but Grape-Nut- s
and a glass of milk. An aunt,
Every Woman Ot.e struck Connelly, entering the left over 70,
seems fully nourished on
Is Interested and should lung.
and cream." "There's a
know about the wonderful
Peterson is a
of Alfred Grape-Nut- s
Brown, president of the River Tran Reason."
.
I
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
UUUCUB sportation Company, who a'so lives at
1319
street. Magistrate Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
Jefferson
in pkgs.
Eisenbrown held him in $23f t bail for
Ask yowdnirsrlst for
a further hearing.
Ever read the above letter? A new
it. If be cannot supply the MARVEL,
one appears from time to time. They
accept do other, but
New Mexican Want Ads. always are genuine, true, and full of human
end atamp for book.
ICK.44E.2UI1.I.I.
jring results. Try It.
interest.
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'PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYSATLAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,

Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexico
17-1- 8

. Chss, H. Eatley
EASLEV A EA'JLFY,
aw,
Attorneys-a- t
Practice In the Courts and

otr

Land Department
Land grants aud titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. it., branch Office, fcai
cla, N. M.
Q. W.

Well-vllle-

PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courti
land gives special attention to catet
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. at

j

& S. F. R'Y

TIME TABLE

Chis, F, Eatley,

To Effective January 1st, 1913.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p,
m.

passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovli and Vacos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:06 p.
No. 3 carries

"Cut-otT-

OR. W. HUME

BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, S and I.
Pfcoae Ret f.
Office Hours 8 a. a. t I
And by Appointment

11

n

A. T

The photograph shows a scene in a rajah's wedding in India. Rajahs WOULD MAKE THEM
BETTER IF THEY COULD
are princes who rule parts of that great country as vassals of the king of
The makers or Foley Kidney Pills
England, whose title is also empero r of India.
When a man marries in India he is the principal personage at the wed- jknow that they have absolutely the
ding, not the bride. So, on the stated day, he is decked out in the best he ibest combination of curative and heal- has and marched, or is carried, at the head of as pompous aud glittering ling medicines for kidney and bladder
lailments and urinary irregularities
a procession as he can summon.
In the case noted in the photograph the rajah is seated in a magnifi- - jthat it is possible to produce.
That
cent palanquin and he will be carried in great state by beautifully unl-;lwhy Foley Kidney Pills are the best
medicine for the purpose you can buy.
formed attendants to the bride's house.
The Capital Pharmacy.
The picture shows him in full bridal costume, with the marriage crown
on his head, bis face covered with an elaborate veil which is expected to
Xew Mexican
Want Ads. always
protect him from the "evil eye" In the crowd which will view his procession
to the borne of bis "heart's delight"
bring results. Try it
j

j

-

s

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound
El Paso sleeper, also Mo.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive 6anta Fe 1:36 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa F 1I:li
a. m.

Call "Central" torTrain
Reports.

MWavjA. w.jfiiirtia
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F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.
Auto Delivery Every Hour

Auto Deliver

I

Every Hour

f

ANOTHER CAR OF

Famous Empress Flour
ANDREWS

Beautiful line of Stamped
Linen and Stamped Art Cloth,
Cushion Tops and the Pillow

.i..,,,.

LOCAL ITEMS.

!
I

for ame. Embroidery Sets and
Embroidery Floss in Royal Society, the D. M. C. and the Grecian Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.

MISS A.

FLOWERS!
The Clarendon Garden,

Always Stop

.,,,.

,,

Is
the Stock of YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE
STORE
complete,
their prices right, and they ar right here "at home" to make good.
This is not a "knock," it's a "warning.'1

1

SANTA FE, N. M.

at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN

,,

m

'

THE HARDWARE
MAN SAYS: Don't give anybody the satisfaction of saying: ' I told you so." Save Money and Disappointment, don't
send out of town for anything you may need in the Hardware Line,

JV1UGLER

MILLINER

I

t

26, 1913.

FANCY WORK GOODS

n

JUST RECEIVED

Phone No.4

the penitentiary yesterday by Sheriff at Library hall tomorrow, Friday COLORADO EDUCATOR
R. L. Roberts, and began his term on night for the benefit of the club.
QUITS AND MARRIES.
Mr. Roberts There will be good music by a three j
.the national holiday.
nvict piece .orcUertra and the dance will be
,he pP" "
tnM"
Denver, Colo., Nov. 27. Miss Marie
!lh0
Th.nktgivinig at the Capitol.
Manuel .Mares, w ho bad been j informal. Tickets are being sold . to- - V. Donahue, three times
county super- Today was one of the few real
.
t tir iaov
ltlIVC" l" vianui uo a
luitj uy me ujuus mriiiut-ieof schools, and a candidate
intendent
days at the eapitol On Other davs Of
nance given oy tne nign scnooi youins
the year when there is a chance for a
was such a success that Friday night's for state superintendent at the prima- Petition Granted.
j holiday,
frequently the state offices
commission affair is sure to be well patronized,
The
state
ries last fall, was married today to A
corporation
only close for half a day, but today, yesterday afternoon granted the pe-- i
Mugic Lessons Prof. I. L. Tello, F. Murphy, a Victor merchant.
almost every office was c losed all day tition of H. S.
Bowman, attorney for forlneriv prou-sso-r
National Con- 'while in a few the officials came
tiie Postal
company f',r servatory in the City of Mexico; di-- WOOL MARKET IN
around for a brief period, but no work a commissionTelegraph
in
to take
LONDON IS STEADY.
was done except in the office of the New York in the local depositions of rector of the Mendelsshon Conserva- complain'
,0i v at Chihuahua; who has studied In
returned
who
just
attorney general
i
Postal
the
Telegraph against
Uoj BerliD, v,,.m fce pleased to give lessons
last night from Kl Paso, where he had .Mountain
London, Nov. 27. At the wool aucStates, mis action was op-- ; ., vin)in ' vi0ion,.piin.
niano and in! tion sales here 10,794 bales were ofbeen engaged In the boundary suit be- Terms on application. fered. All sections of the market
harmon,
tween the state of Jexas and the state ;J
n
g
of
- residence of Frank ! were steady. America bought a good
,
of New Mexic
workmg to-- .
and
I
'
.
.
. .
lomteaux, 111 Cerrillos street, Santa quantity of slipes.
"I
; for the tax case on ap-Fe.
peal from Chaves county, which will j paf;o
Gift to School
According to a tele- be heard tomorrow, and the arg'l- - j
i
gram from Col. R. E. Twitchell read j
aisoarmem
ments in tne itenenan
'
i
at the state convention of teachers
case which will be given Saturday.
in the Duke
City yesterday, Frank i
Most of the state officials who had
of
I.as Vegas, has ad;j
East
the
j been
(Springer,
in Albuquerque attending
!ded to his gifts to the school of Am- meetings of the New Mexico Kduca-- ) ' - Our regular fresh stock of the best
a donation of
.
..
i
,.!...!
w,ma hnnm la t S ci 2a r ma de. Cnr to Pla zo. at Zook's. erica n Archaeology
to be expended for paintings,
j $10,000,
night and will take their thanksgiv-- j The Rexall Store.
WANTED Three to five thousand commemorating the life of New Mex-- ,
it
ing turkey at home. The governor
...
....
i
Francisco of
k - t.....n,i l u G., u fen's natron- Raint
it,.i.,.,.
-- - Assissi.
is understood win aine on a i'i pounu ue-- i uu uuin, iu u- musu
PHONE 12
tnrkev sent him bv one of his ad- - Juan county. Good range ana water cue cunimioxiun iui me pamum of.
Itox No. J, these pictures is said to have been
mirers in Lincoln county, the officials .leased and guaranteed.
Donald
to
given
Beauregard.
Mexican office,
of the state game warden's depart-jNeGlass-BartlcFun With a Kodak Lots of It, good
merit will have venison from the j The finest line or Electrical
too. One of our
ranch in Colfax county, the ware ever displayed in this city, wholesome fun,
will help you to entertain and
Kodaks
&
j Gnagey
Ervien.
land
the
state
traveling auditor and
Bmuse yourself and others. Buy them
Montezuma
Masons to Meet The
it) feast nn fat turkevs
t
i ne nexau score.
from the Pecos valley, while others lodge A. F. & A. M, No. 1 will hold a;ot iooas,
to-- j
Turkey Prices Santa Feans who
will be the guests of friends for the, special meeting at Masonic hall
j morrow night.
Visiting Masons are wished to feast on turkey today paid;
,jav
28 cents a pound for their dressed j
cordially Invited to attend.
Keturn .Many oi turkeys according to tnose who patron- Many Teachers
Before Grand Jury.
FarneRt'tne Santa Fe educators who attended i ized the local markets. A glance at
.
,r- nuriitnr Unwell
.
,
tne state convention oi teaciiers in tne the papers of the other cities In this
c
reiuilieu if.nl infill, laic Hum
Duke City have returned, much pleas-ie- section shows that in Albuquerque
Miguel county, where he was a witness
with their few days' sojourn in Al- - live turkeys were quoted at 20 cents
before the grand jury in that county.
-- '
a pound, no prices quoted on dressed ; ;
' Me.que.
He admits he was called in connection
in Las Vegas they were 25 cents dress- with his recent report on the books
ed according to one advertisement. In
e8r'
nf llio Snn MilMlel CnuntV officials.
LOST between the D. & R. G. depot El Paso an advertisement of a Pass
Concerning this the Las Vegas Optic on Nov. 26 one black hand bag con- City market quoted home dressed fur
had the following yesterday evening:
and
Finder keys at 20 cents a pound and live tur- keys.
The county grand jury, which has taining money
V. S.
at 17 cents, while an advertise-- !
been in session since Monday of last please notify Miss Jeffries,
dian school.
in the Roswell News prices livej
j ment
deits
not
will
week, likely
complete
Work Was Appreciated Concern- - turkeys at 12
cents a pound and'
liberations until Friday or Saturday,
,
dele-dressed turkeys at 15 cents.
to statements made at the ing the efforts of the Santa Fe

OFFICIAL NEWS.

ho;naied

NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

AND

ALWAYS

LARGE
AND

LOBBY

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the
facilities forlarife
and koiuU banquet.

HOTEL DE VARGAS

according
gates to swing the next meeting of;
court house this morning.
The jury is said to be investigating the Ktate educational association to VICTOR COLORADO BANK
CO TO
EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carte.
SOLD FOR $750,000.1
!the truth of the charges made by Las Vegas when they could not bring
SPECIAL RATES
BEACHMAN, MIGNARDOT HDW CO.
Howell Earnest, state traveling audi- it to Santa Fe, the Las Vegas Optic
Room
With
$2.00
Bath,
BY THE WEEK
edu-- !
They Believve in the "Golden Rule All Ways."
Victor, Colo., Nov. 27. The Hank of;
tor, in his report concerning con editorially says: "The Santa Fe
Room Without Bath, $1 .00 Up.
ditions in this county. Mt. Earnest cators who worked in the interest of Victor, organized in ISriS by the late
vegan won a aim pui in uie;jjavia h. Jionat, ana controlled in re- was a witness before the grand jury!1-"this morning, it is saia. ine omciai hearts of the Las Vegas delegation." cent, years by John T. Milliken, was
Too Heavy for Santa Fe Prof. Lou-- j sold yesterday to A. E. Carlton, presi-gee- ,
came over last night from his head
of the Santa Fe high school, is; dent of the First Natioual Bank of
'quarters in Santa Fe, and returned
:home this afternoon. In view of the back from Albuquerque and says that Criple Creek and the Victor City Bank
football team was out- The price is given as $750,000.
jfact that numerous county officials the Santa Fe
have called attention to apparently classed in "weight" 50 pounds to each
glaring inaccuracies In Mr. Earnest's player, by the Duke City ahtletes.
NOTICE TO MILK CONSUMERS
report, the action taken by the grand "Moreover, we werfT all upset by the
November 20th, 1913.
Sev refusal to let some of our boys play
jury is awaited with interest.
ieral county officials and former coun-jt- and also by the injuries sustained by
Owing to the advance in the
Soli Agent! For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
officers have been examined
by Cartwright at the very start," he adprice of all feedstuff we are ob- ...
'
!ded.
to
nrtre
k
lieed
increase
the
of
is
it
declared, being i
jthe investigators,
mI
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Perfumes and Toilet Waters All! V mill? mieh
tnVtn offnf c .LFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk aedpackag:
i8ummoned as witnesses.
A
odors
the
and
makers.
favorite
December
as follows:
1913,
1st,
FOR THE TRF.ATMENT OF
all sizes and prices.
Milk in quart bottles, 12c per
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
big assortment
Begin Sentence.
TUBERCULOSIS OF THE
convicted in Be sure to put this down on your list.
quart; milk In pint bottles, fic
LUNO.S AND THROAT. Sj Gio Dram, an Italian,district
j
court Zook's, The Ke&all Store.
per pint.
Ideal accomodations. Write for a Booklet.
lt.he McKinley county
Dance Tomorrow Night The young
Yours very respectfully,
sentenced to serve from eight
faj'and
Phone Black
CI PES ISA.VATO RI UM , "A I buq uerq tie. N. M. Hjri ten rpnrs for the murder of a men who compost the "It. S. R." club,
Pbona Black
SANTA FE PRODUCTS CO.
Ml WBMMM'MWCMSmMMf WfW.MM.MM MWMMEMM "M, .IXJaf .;fellow countryman, was
45
45
brought to in the high school, will give a dance
j
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"iThe Reliable Hardware Store.

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
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LEO HERSCH

Day?

UJ&y

PROBABLY have a good many more things to be thankful for than you realize, no matter how fortunately
are situatedno matter how unfortunate you may feel yourself to be things are really better than you think.
That's one of the reasons for having a Thanksgiving Day, a Harvest Feast, a General Gathering of Families and
well
Friends, a Season of Festivity. We have a good deal to be thankful for in our business. We have done well in
we hope for our customers as for ourselves. That's the idea of this business to make every transaction profitable for
you as much as for us.

YOU

X
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Linen

Table Linens
To

65c

Napkins

tt

Match Table Linen

tt

$1.25

up to

up to

$2.50

$3.50

Per Yd.

Per Doz.
Copyright Hart Sella ffdot & Man

Thanksgiving Evening Gowns; Dainty, Filmy Chinffo in delicate shades of blue, pink and white,
Beautiful Plastic Costumes, directly inspired by Paris, others showing the fascinating use of fine shadow laces, while
some are beautifully and gorgeously bead trimmed. They are the most fascinatingly beautiful garments we have shown

COME AND
SEE THEM

THE BIB STORE
Mmtntmutmttttiitttttt
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N. SALMON
SANTA FE.

